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Art

Aboriginal people have three types of rock art style 
Dots,Circles and arcs. Aboriginal peoples paint is made of 
crushed rock. There are are so many aboriginal paintings in 
the world .Aboriginal art is one of the oldest surviving still 
practiced today. The oldest paintings were painted 
thousands of years ago in caves.These would have been 
painted with Ochre.






Clothing 

Aboriginal people were animal skin.

Aboriginal peoples pants are made of 
leaves.

Aboriginal people were wooden face 
masks.

Aboriginal people were possum skins 
as clothing.

Aboriginal people painted there body as 

clothing.


Music 

Aboriginal people use tapping sticks for music.

Aboriginal people use didgeridoos as music.

Aboriginal people also sang songs.

Music plays as a major role in traditional aboriginal 
societies and is linked with A person’s ancestry and county 
(the animals,plants and physical futures of the landscape ).







Shelter 

Aboriginal peoples walls are made from sticks .

Aboriginal peoples roofs are made of leaves .

Aboriginal housing  mostly consisted of simple shelters 
made from and then covered with leaves and sheets of 
bark.Most of Australia has a very hot climate and people 
often slept out in the open.To keep themselves warm at 
night they would sleep close to fires.In the wet and cold 
conditions, closed dome-shaped shelters were made.


Transport  

The canoes are made from hollowed out tree trunks .

The main form of transport amongst indigenous people was 
walking because  the 
indigenous lifestyle was 
nomadic, people had to do a 
lot of walking to get from 
place to place.

The aboriginal people also 
used canoes.




Food


The aboriginal people had a 
very healthy diet. 

Aboriginal people eat fish.

Aboriginal people eat 
kangaroo. 

Aboriginal people had 

handmade chocolate.

Aboriginal people also ate berries but they had to come 
from the bush.

Aboriginal people ate grubs. In my 
opinion grubs sound gross.



